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Abstract
This paper
parallel

describes

the structure

robots and compares

of three ~pes

their performances

sense of size and static forces.

of

in the

The motivation for this

investigation is to construct a robot that best ~ts a given
medical application.
The requirements
are to cover a
given work volume with a given orientation
and to
maintain the robot within the smallest cube possible.
Among the structures examined, three are presented since
two are modi~cations of known stmctures and the third is
a new one.

1

Introduction
The

exponential

growth

of publimtion

The three structures presented here are not included in
the
above
mentioned
list.
Two
structures
are
motilcations
of the USR and RSPR robots (where U
stands for a Universal joint), and the third is a new
structure which utilizes double planar robots. The idea of
this structure stems from Merkle’s [8] and Daniali’s [5]
works.
The structures of the new parallel robots are presented
next. In Section 3 the Jacobian matrices of the three
presented robots are derived. These matrices were used to
derive the static forces and examine singulti~.
Section 4
minimal
presents
simulation
results
from
which
dimensions and actuating forces of each robot structure
needed to achice the given task are derived.

on parallel

robots in the last five years points to the potential
2

Kinematic

structure

of the

robots

embedded in this structure that has not yet been ftdly
exploited. A survey of papers whose title includes the
word robots, reveals that the number of papers dealing in
particular with parallel structure has gone up fkom 170 in
1985 to 9’%. in 1996. This clearly indicates the trend of
the research in the field. A iy-pical example is the
manufacturing
area. The r~ntly
introduced
parallel
structured
machine
tools by Ingersoll-Rand
[7] and
Giddings-Lewis
[11] opens the door for much research on
the application
of parallel robots in manufacturing
as
appears for example in the 1997 CIRP Annals.
Numerous investigation
were aimed at new structures
of parallel
robots. We refer the reader to Merlet’s
comprehensive
study where he collected and grouped
dMerent parallel structures by their Degrees Of Freedom
(DOF’) (see Merlet - web page [9]). In the six DOF
sectio% different structures are grouped by their types of
joints e.g. RRPS, RRRS, etc. (where R stands for
Revolute, P for Prismatic ~d S for Spherical joint). The
ones not falling within these categories are collected
under the title of “ro&sts with various kinematic chains”.
Some structures use flexible members thus reducing

The USR rolxt consists of three identical kinematic’
chains connecting the base and the moving platform, each
one has two links. One link is connected to the base
platform by a U joint, the other link is connected to the
moving platform by an R join~ and the two links are
conneeted in between by an S joint. The lower link of
each kinematic chain is oriented in space by a differential
drive, controlling its yaw and pitch angles relative to the
base platform.(Fig. 2.1)
This structure is a variation of the structure described

their mechanical complexity by saving joints (e.g. [6,10]).

by Cleary [4] which uses URS joint cobmination for each
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In this seetion the kinematic
suggested

robots are given.

structures of the three

The kinematic

chains

are

described by abbreviations of the joint types, starting from
the base platform and ending at the moving platform. All
letters denoting joint types are encircled
figures corresponding

to each robot.

and shown in

(see Figs. 2.1, 2.2,

2.3).
2.1

USR robot

kinematical chain, controlling the pitch and roll of the
lower links. The structure we e.xarnined has, however, a
reverse order of joints - a revolute joint comecting the
links to the moving plaifosm, and a spherical joint
between tie links. This moMlcation prevents collision
behveen links.
Moving

H

Platfor
A

H

,.

,

Base

w

Fsgure2.2 RSPR parallel rokot
2.3

Stationary

Base ~

RSPR

robot

This new structure is composedof hvo 3 DOF planar
mechanisms. The= planar mechanisms are different from
the planar” mechanism suggested by Daniali [5] since they
use a circular-tiangular
combination
rather
than
triangular- trian=@sr one, thus providing much higher
orientation capability (theoretically unlimited). The robot
(shown in Fig. 2.3) has two similar planar mechanisms
each one consists of a stationary circle and a moving
triangle which is comected to the circle by three passive
sliders pivoted on axes. The active joints actuate the
location of these three pivot a..es along the circumference

Figure 2.1: USR parallel robot

2.2

Double circular-triangular

,1

robot

This structure consists of three identical kinematic
chains connecting the base and the moving platform.
Each chain contains a lower link rotating around a pivot
perpendicular
to the base platform , and is offset placed
from the center of the base. At the other end of the lower
link a prismatic actuator is attached by a spherical joint.
The upper end of the prismatic actuator is connected to
the moving platform by a revohlte joint. The revolute
joints axes constitute an equilateral triangle in the plane
of the moving platform (see Fig. 2.2).
This structure is distinguished by the location of the
lower link revolute axes being placed offset from the
center of the base platiorm. Comparison between RSPR
structure and the structure suggested by Alizade [1]
which uses RILE%kinematic chains, shows that due to the
different order of joints, RSPR robot overcomes certain
singularities (90° rotation about a vertical axis) that exist
in RRPS arrangemen~ and reduces actuator forces as will
be shown in section 4. On the other hand it should be

of the stationary circle.Passive ~.
Slider
~
.
Active%
~ivot
Slider

End effecter
Bo

a
Triangular
Frames
H

noticed that the work volume of the RRPS is larger. Using
the swept volume anaIysis [12] reveals that when
eccentricity is eliminated in RSPR robot then both RSPR
and RRPS have the same swept volume of the kinematic

Figure

2.3:

Double

circle-triangle

robot

Two sets of this structure are used to construct a sixDOF robot. Each structure contributes three-DOF,
namely, moves the triangle in a plane and rotates the
triangle about an axis normal to this plane. With two such
sets, a line connecting the triangle’s centers is actuated in
four-DOF. The output link is located along this line and
the additional rwo-DOFs are obtained by controlling the

chains’ upper extremities. Since RSPR robot has an R
joint at the end of each kinematic chain, which imposes

additional prependics.darity constrains, it results in a
smaller vertex space and work volume than RRPS robot.
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rotatioml motion of the moveable triangles. Each
triangle’s center contains a I-Jjoint and is connected to the
output link at one triangle’s center through a prismatic
joint and at the other through a helical joint (nut and a
lead screw). Rotational motion of the output link about
the line connecting the centers is achieved by rotating the
first movable triangle (the prismatic joint) while motion
along the line is achieved by rotating both triangles at
diiYerent angles. Unlike the planar mechanism suggested
60° rotation, the
by Daniali [5], which allows ~ximum
planar

circle-triangle based mechanism allows fidl

rotation and therefore practical

3

Robot

use

of the lead screw.

performances

are given

7= JT15e

(1)

relation behveen the actuators gene~ized
forces 6X1 vector, z, and the external wrench, se, exerted

determines

the

by the moving platform on the environment. This
equation is used next to determine the Jacobian matrices
of the three structures.
For both USR and RSPR robots the upper part is
identical, therefor we derive Jacobian matrix ~ of this
common part.
Fig. 3.1 shows only one kinematic chain out of
identical three. The moving platform is comected to a
link Ai via a revolute joint. The moving platform exerts
a wrench se on the environment, the lower end of the

In the present research we aim at designing a robot for
accurate remote maniptiation of a Iaparoscopic laser
dissection tool. Laparoscopic surgery has gained
increasing popularity in recent years ad many operative
procedures are nowadays performed by this minimally
invasive approach, requiring fine dexterity and accurate
micro surgical technique. Utilizing laser for cutting
operations is a highly demanding task since it requires
the surgeon to manipulate the bu~
apparatus of
laparoscope, camem and laser guiding system in a
constrained
environment
with
high
accuracy.
Manipulating the laparoscope with an accurate robotic
manipulator controlled remotely by the surgeon is
therefore, an attractive approach. A parallel robot
structure better fits these medical requirements. This
robot structure is much more compact then the commonly
used serial one, more rigid and accurate and its inherent
limitation of small work volume is an advantage in
medical applications where the required motion is small
and stiely is of utmost importance.
We examined
the different
parallel
robots
performances from several aspects: the ability to access a
given work volume with a given onentatio~ the required
forces/torques at the active joints and limitations due to
singularities and spherical joints mechanical limitation.
To check for robot’s work volume we used the trivial
inverse kinematics solution, We avoid the singularity
where the Plucker coordinates of the lines stemming from
the Jacobian matrices are four in a plane and hence
dependent. This is the only singularity observed in the
neighborhood of the work volume we examined (For a
detailed singularity analysis of a series of parallel robots
using line geome~, see [2]). For the static forces/torques
matrices
the derivation
of
analysis we used the Jacobiw
which

For parallel rotxxs the equation :

below.

link is connected to another link Bi by a spherical joint.
Revolute

Moving
platform

‘e

Join t
~/
Figure

3.1:

Common
RSPR

●

We will use the following
A> - unit vector.

3U

- unit

F - unit
;zj
~herical

vector

along

vector

- tit
joint

along
vector
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link

of

USR

and

structures
symbols

in our discussion:

.4i.

revolute

joint

parallel

to

~xis.
;

passing

through

the

S.

platform to world
from the moving
coordinate system.
Pi - vector from moving platform’s center to ‘i’th
R - rotation

matrix

revolute joint.
Since Link Ai is comected to link Bi by a spherical

joint and to the moving platform by a revolutejoint, it is
capable of exerting force in the direction of ~li and
rnornenl in the direction of F x i IIon the moving
platform. Link

Bi

can exert

on

link Ai

forces of

magnitudeFti in the direction of 3 li and F2i in the
direction of ~li .

The Jacobian matrix transforms forces exerted by the
moving platform into active joint’s forces/torques.

part
robot

.

After some algebraic manipulation one obtains :
~=[pll,

P12, p13tP21,

p22,P~]T

‘=1.2,3

3.2
(2)

Since the upper part of this robot is identical to the
previous one, Eq. (6) is used and substituted in the
expression of the moments at the lower link.
The moments at the lower rotating links are:

p li and p Zi are 6X1 plucker coordinates of lines

where

3Ii and

Jacobian matrix of RSPR robot

ii2i, respectively, mitten relative to point ‘o’

and represented in world coordinates by:

Tni = (’lbi

x

(F1i31i + F2i~2i )).ini

3.1

[a)

,,

‘ i“= 12,3

{~)

Following the same steps as for the USR robot one
obtains the inverse transpose of the Jacobian matrix, on
the right hand side of the following equation:

Jacobian matrix of USR robot

Let Tni and Tq be scalar qwntities representing the
magnitudes of the moments applied by the active U joint
on link Bi along :ni , iri respectively (see Fig. 2. 1),

F:l=~(i,ix,ti).,bi”,::,ti).,,ivi+3]3r’]

‘e

“0)

i = 1J,3

.A

where

sni , sri

of the U joint.

are unit vectors along the rotation axes
Let Ibi denote a vector representing

3.3 Jacobian matrix of the double
circular-triangular robot

the

lower link B, from the U to the S joint.
Static equilibrium at point U yields:
‘ni = (]bi x (F1i~li

+ ‘2i~2i

))” Sni

i = 1,2,3

‘ri

+ ‘2i~2i

))-~ri

i =

= (]bi

x (Fli$li

1,2,3

(4.1)

(4.2)

Using Eqs. (l),(2) one obtains:

[1
‘Ii

= ~T-lse

i = 12,3

‘F2i

Define’ vi

as a 1 x 6 vector

column and zeroes othenvise,

having

This robot has two similar planar mechanisms at its
upper and lower parts hence it is usefid to derive the
Jacobian matrix for the planar robot and utiiize this
matrix to derive the Jacobian matrix of the spatkd robot.
Moving

(5)

itz

1 at the i’th

$’r2

-1

Fti = VijT

Se

i = 1,2,3

(6.1)

se i = 1,2,3

(6.2)

-T-l

F2i = Vi+3J

ft
Ot

then:

*

Stationw
circular fkame

Substituting in Eqs. (4. 1),(4.2) yields:

Figure

3.2:

~2

p
0=

tl

ic
t

( ~9

it3

Planar circular-triangular

robot

The following additional symbols will be used in this
section:
~ - Jacobian matrix of the planar robot.
oc, ot - center points of the base circle and the moving

i.~~

triangle respectively.
p 1- position vector from of tO 0=.

after some algebraic manipulation one obtains:

ii - active sliders position vectors i = 1,2,3.

=
[1
Tq

se - external force and torque exerted by the robot on the

T+

environment.
ff - force applied by the planar robot in the plane of the

moving triangle.
~ - magnitude of torque applied by the planar robot,

inverse transpose of the Jacobian matrix of the
USR robot is given by-the matix in the right hand side.
and the

perpendicular to the moving triangle.
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]R
I

where matrices

- rotation matrix, transforming vectors from i to j

coordinate system.
gj

-

vector vl is a 16

which relates between input moment and

~ction

N ~ and ~b are given by Eq. (15), and

and

row vector with 1 at the i’th Colum

zeroesothemise.

the output moment of the U joint ( ~n = gj *TOW ).

1

VlOReMb

1- screw lead with a right handed helix.
q- effciency of lead screw.

;~b=

v20ReM~

(15)

F>O>*>O

From static equilibrium the Jacobian matrix of the
planar robot is obtained as:

Defining generalized forces as [rP, r~ ]r we find the
inverse transpose of the Jacobian matrix, given in the
right hand side of the following equation:

%p_jpT-l
I 1-[J
N

The

relation

forces/moments

between

actuator

forces

and

L ‘b

exerted

P

se

(16)

~bT-lNb

by the moving triangle y~, ~ is given by:

4

Simulation

goal and results

(12)

The goal of this investigation was to design a robot
that can manipulate surgical tools within a given work
volume, with a given force and accuracy, to minimize its
size and to obtain a robot which can be realized from
design point of xiew.
The desired work volume is a 40x40x20 MM cube.
The robot has to reach all points within this cube with an
orientation of up to 20°. The robot should fit into a cube
smaller than 200x200X200 mm.
All simulations use the inverse kinematic solution of
each structure to check for accesibili~ while different
robot dimensions, such as: base radius, moving platform
radius and initial heigh~ were examined. The simulations
e.xluded robots which contain singular points within the
desired work volume, and robots. which exceed the
limitation of 30° spherical joint inclination angle.
The dimensions of the smallest robot of each structure
are shown in table 4.1. All dimensions are in millimeters
and correspond to figures at section 2. Smaller robots
were also fou.n~ but design considerations such as joint
and motor sizes and mechanical feasibility e.xluded them
from the final list.
In initial position the platforms are parallel at a
distance H, and the center of the moving platform
coincides with the center of the workspace cube.
Forces for each robot were computed along a diagonal
linear path from the lower comer of the workspace cube,
(pint [-20,-20,-10]) to the upper comer of the cube (point
[20,20, 10]), while keeping the moving platform with an
orientation of 20° rotation about [1,1,1] axis.

For the spatial robot we will use indices p and b to
refer to the upper and the lower planar robots.
First we decompose the exerted forceltorque in end
effecters coordinate system (see Fig. 2.3). From static
equilibrium for the lead screw oneobtains:
rp = M~e
rb = M~e

Mp.

O’ (~) O-X 0’0
r~s~~~~l;Mb=rf(’~z~~~l(13)
i

~e

A

2!!!7
‘P

io

‘P

‘h

Figure

f
[1t

Xe

/’

Zo

se .

3.3:

h

IS

‘b

Parameters

of

lead

screw

Where rP and rb are forces applied by the upper and
lower planar robots on the screw, written in end effecter
attached system.
Using Eqs. (12-14) one obtains:
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The results are shown in Figs. 4.1 to 4.4, The external
wrench applied by the robots is se= [7,7,7 N ,0.7,0 .7,0.7

m

Nm].

mp

~,

4

I
I

RII

I

AZ

130

H
L1
L2

RSPR

I Double nlanar
.

30

RI.I ‘1

50

80

Rb
H

90
160

60
80

AX
—-

I

‘“=

I

Table 4.1
USR

I

I

Rb, RD!199.138
Lb~p 1460.320
H
60

20

Lead
Bo

—

25
50

1/

Fig. 4.4 shows a comu~son ~tween RSPR and
RRPS-robot [1] with MpR ~aving zero eccentricity. This
theRjoints on the
,figure with Fig. 4.2 shows that placing
moving platform reqtir~ less torques at the active R
joints (about 37%) while the linear actuator forces in both
robots are almost the same.
1
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Conclusions

The goal of this investigation was to construct a robot
that best fi~ a @en medical application. bong several
structures that were investigated three parallel robots are
presented. The Double circular-tianguh.r
Robot is a
novel structure with a considerably different structure
than the GouglL Stewart platform. The RSPR robot is a
variation of a known structure with a different location
and order of joints that reduces required actuator forces
and reduces singular positions. By changing the order of
the joints the USR robot enhances the performances of a
known structure
Jacobian matrices of all three robots were derived.
Simulation resul~ compare the three structures from
desired work voh.rne and active joints forces/torques
points of view.
Among the three presented robots, the RSPR robot
best fits the required task. This robot has the simplest
design and the largest work volume. The USR robot has

Figure 4.2

Figs. 4.5 to 4.7 show models of each robot (The USR
robot in this figure is in a singular position as one of the
links is coplanar with the moving platform).
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one practical limitation at the spherical joints because of
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